2004 impala blower motor relay

Replaced blower motor resistor and connector and still doesn't blow. Was told it might be the
relay but can't find it. My car has an automatic transmission. Hello - the blower fan relay is
located behind the glove box - small black plastic square. If one or the other does not have
power to the fuse, check the back of the fuse block - there have been numerous problems with
wire overheating and connector issues with the fuse block. I would recommend having the
HVAC electrical system checked out by a mobile, professional mechanic, such as one from
YourMechanic, who will come to your location, diagnose this problem, give you an accurate
assessment of damage and cost estimate for repairs. Q: Where is the heater fan blower motor
relay located? David Gaines Wooten Automotive Mechanic. The statements expressed above
are only for informational purposes and should be independently verified. Please see our terms
of service for more details. Home Questions. What others are asking Grinding coming from tail
shaft area of transmission while releasing the gas pedal traveling 25 miles per hour Hi there.
The grinding sound may be coming from a rear output shaft. In most cases, the transmission
yoke or output shaft will wear out over time, or when the inner seal has broken. The grinding is
typically due to Read more. They've never been replaced. The suspension should be inspected
at every regular service. You should only replace the struts and shocks if it's necessary. There
is no set scheduled interval to replace them. They usually last 6 to 10 years in your case they
ABS, Rough shifting Hello. The only speed sensor located in the rear of the vehicle will be
located in the differential housing. This may be the sensor that requires attention. If our
transmission is experiencing shifting problems in first gear, and your speedometer Are all four
rotors the same? Hi there. On vehicles with four wheel disc brakes and rotors, the parts are
usually made for front or rear applications - usually meaning that they're not interchangeable. If
you are looking to service your brakes elsewhere, our expert mechanics Using those catalogs,
and your description, I narrowed it down to 5 possible GM part numbers: , , , , Hi Val. Thanks for
contacting us today. In short - yeah, this is likely not going to work for you long term.
Remember, when metal heats, most adhesives will fail. The right way to resolve this issue,
unfortunately, is to My car won't accelerate in drive. But will accelerate in park or reverse. The
last couple of days. While driving the battery ligh You may have a defective transmission valve
body or the transaxle is bad internally. The manufacturer recommends replacing the valve body
assembly first and then the complete transaxle if the problem is still happening. I suggest
having you transmission tested Random misfire - Chevy Express Hello. Most of the time if you
have a multiple cylinder misfire such as this, it is caused by a fuel system problem. If the fuel
pressure is low, then this will occur. If the fuel pressure is fine, then What does a vacuum pump
do in a car? There are both brake system and emission system related vacuum pumps. Both are
part of essential vehicle systems and so their repair is definitely important but to answer your
question as to the cost of the repair, not only would Related articles. We recommend a pickup
truck The resistor does this by drawing air through the radiator and air conditioning condenser.
A belt drive fan is While fuel prices are high and the economy is just barely starting to resurge
and stabilize after years of recession, Browse other content. Blower Motor Relay Replacement.
Heater is not working Inspection. Part was as advertised, fit perfectly, works fine. Long term
durability remains to be seen but as of now I am entirely satisfied with my purchase. I received
the part sooner than I expected. Took me all of an hour to install 20 minutes was spent looking
for a screw I misplaced lol. Quality part, quality service. My old fan was intermittent and I
decided to replace it. Ordered this part and took about 20 minutes to install. Three bolts and an
electrical connection and I was back in business. The fan works great, but it is a little bit more
noisy than the OEM fan that was in the car; however, on a car that's 11 years old, I'm not too
worried about the extra noise. Skip to main content Menu. Close X. Call To Order: Air Flap
Actuator. Blower Motor Regulator. Blower Motor Relay. Blower Motor Resistor. Heater Core.
Heater Hose. Heater Hose Connector. Heater Hose Fitting. Heater Hose Set. R12 Refrigerant Oil.
Schrader Valve. Air Intake. Body Electrical. Chemicals and Fluids. Cooling System. Diesel
Injection. Drive Belts. Engine Electrical. Engine Mechanical. Fuel Delivery. Fuel Injection. Tools
and Hardware. AC Delco. DIY Solutions. Four Seasons. Shop By Vehicle. Replacement Blower
Motor - Front. Click to Enlarge. Replacement Blower Motor. Shipping Options: Free Ground
Shipping. Four Seasons Blower Motor. Features: Direct Fit Replacement - Guaranteed to fit and
function for your specific application Quality Tested - built to a strict level of product standards.
TYC Blower Motor. Product List Price:. Shipping Options: Ground, Overnight, 2 Day. GPD
Blower Motor. It aids in heat transfer and cools the interior of the vehicle. Most gpd blower
motors come as a motor and wheel assembly. UAC Blower Motor. AC Delco Blower Motor. VDO
Blower Motor. Four Seasons W Blower Motor. Features: OE-Equivalent. Direct Fit Replacement.
Meet or exceed OE design and performance. Magnet size and properties compare to or exceed
OEM. OE quality electrical components, brushes and bearings. Balanced rotor assembly.
ToughOne Blower Motor. Four Seasons August 9th, Posted by Duck. Replacement July 5th,

Posted by Mike. August 10th, Posted by Happy customer. November 21st, Posted by Works
great. TYC January 24th, Posted by Works Great - A little bit noisy. Four Seasons W September
6th, Posted by Blower motor. Catalog: E. Vehicle Chevrolet Impala. Catalog: H. Catalog: Q.
Catalog: P. Catalog: S. Catalog: A. Catalog: B. Vehicle Engine Chevrolet Impala. This page is for
personal, non-commercial use. Without it, the AC system will not be able to circulate any heated
or cooled air. The blower motor relay controls the current used to power the blower motor, and
is subject to the constant on and off switching. Over time, it can eventually wear out. When the
blower motor relay does begin to fail, the vehicle will usually display a few symptoms that alert
the driver of a potential problem that should be serviced. One of the first symptoms of a
problem with the blower motor relay is a blower motor that does not function at all. As the relay
is the switch that supplies current to the blower motor, if it fails internally, then power will be
cut off from the blower motor circuit, causing the motor to no longer function or blow any air
from the vents. One of the first symptoms of a bad or failing AC blower motor relay is a blown
AC blower motor relay circuit fuse. If the blower motor relay develops any sort of problem that
hinders its ability to properly limit and distribute power, it may cause the blower motor fuse to
blow. Any sort of electrical spikes or excessive current from a bad relay will blow the fuse and
cut power in order to protect the system. Another more serious symptom of a problem with the
blower motor relay is a burned or melted relay. Relays are exposed to high current loads and
can sometimes get hot when they develop problems. In serious cases, the relays may heat up to
the point where the interior components and plastic housing of the relay will begin to melt and
burn - sometimes even causing damage to the fuse box or panel as well. Since the blower motor
relay is essentially the switch that directly controls power to the blower motor, the entire AC
system will be left unable to distribute its cooled or heated air if the relay fails. They will be able
to determine if the car will need a blower motor relay replacement , or a different repair , to bring
full functionality back to your AC system. This article originally appeared on YourMechanic.
Autoblog is partnering with YourMechanic to bring many of the repair and maintenance services
you need right to you. Get service at your home or office 7 days a week with fair and transparent
pricing. We get it. Ads can be annoying. But ads are also how we keep the garage doors open
and the lights on here at Autoblog - and keep our stories free for you and for everyone. And free
is good, right? If you'd be so kind as to allow our site, we promise to keep bringing you great
content. Thanks for that. And thanks for reading Autoblog. Share 0 Comments. Blower motor
does not function One of the first symptoms of a problem with the blower motor relay is a
blower motor that does not function at all. Blown fuses One of the first symptoms of a bad or
failing AC blower motor relay is a blown AC blower motor relay circuit fuse. Melted relay
Another more serious symptom of a pr
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oblem with the blower motor relay is a burned or melted relay. Ownership air conditioning
relays blower motors. Sign in to post. X Sign in to post Please sign in to leave a comment. View
More. Thank You Thanks for subscribing. Check your in-box to get started. Sign Up More Info.
We notice you're using an ad blocker. Please consider allowing Autoblog. Allow Us! Here's how
to disable adblocking on our site. Click on the icon for your Adblocker in your browser. A drop
down menu will appear. Select the option to run ads for autoblog. The exact text will differ
depending on the actual application you have running. Refresh the Autoblog page you were
viewing. Hey again! You still haven't turned off your adblocker or allowed our site. It only takes
a few seconds. You must be logged in to perform that action. You must have JavaScript enabled
to experience the new Autoblog. Please follow the instructions below to enable JavaScript in
your browser. Please enter a display name. Cancel Change Name.

